Rokesly Junior School
HOMEWORK: YEAR 5
All homework should be completed by the Tuesday of each week, along with your J2Write homework.
Work submitted on J2Write will be marked by Friday. Please ask a family member at home to test you
on your spellings.
Date set: 08.01.21
Maths – Times
Table Rock Stars

Maths - Mathletics

Spellings

Work to be
submitted onto
J2Write

Due in: 12.01.21
Make sure you are practising your tables throughout the week so that you can
recall them rapidly up to 12 x 12.
Remember to improve your score on Times
Tables Rockstars
Login to Mathletics and complete the assigned task. If you
have more time, you may explore the site further. Remember
you can access the resources which include workbooks so you
can practise any areas you need to do a bit more work on.
This week we have been learning about words containing the suffixes –cian,
-sion, -tion and –ssion.
Remember to keep learning your spellings every day. Ask an adult to test you.
Spelling list 1
Spelling list 2
magician
question
explosion
believe
profession
early
attention
group
extension
through
competition
everyone
As part of your D&T home learning, you have been provided with a brief to
design and build a space that encourages individuals and groups to come
together as a community.
Your task is to think about what you and your local community may want in a
shared space and why. Ask family and friends for their ideas. Write down your
aims and objectives for the space. For example: Why do you need it? What
will it do? Who will it be for? What will it include? How will it be used?
Then, write one or two detailed paragraphs to explain your aims and
objectives above. Remember to use formal language and powerful
vocabulary. Ensure that you write in complete sentences.
Upload your detailed paragraph/s onto J2Write. Remember to punctuate
your work correctly.

Online Spelling

Reading

As you are aware, we have subscribed to Readiwriter Spelling.
To login, visit the website (https://login.readiwriter.com/) and
enter your Mathletics login details.
We would like you to use the program 2-3 times a week. For example, in your
first session you can practise the spelling rule above. During your second
session, you can practise the last set of spelling rules and your third session
could be revising a previously taught spelling rule from last term.
Remember to read every day at home and fill in your reading record. Also
it would be hugely beneficial if your adults and carers could read to
you as well!

